
  

Medium Format

- records images on media larger than 24 x 36 mm but smaller than 4 x 5 inches

This includes: 645, 6x6, 6x7, 2 1/4, 6x9

- 120 and 220 (can’t be used in all cameras, has no backing paper) fi lm 

- main benefi t is higher detail / resolution can be captured

- more expensive than 35mm cameras and accessories

- a system camera which means that its parts are interchangeable: viewfi nder, camera 
backs, winding mechanisms



  

MEDIUM FORMAT FILM

120 fi lm is a spool with black
 paper covering a strip of fi lm
 inside

the black paper allows for 
loading in daylight

to load a fi lm: 
1. move the empty spool inside the camera on the left to the right hand-hand side
2. load the full spool of fi lm on the left and make sure it is secure
3. gently pull the fi lm across the focal plane and insert it into the right hand spool,
threading its insert into place
4. wind the camera until the arrow on the backing paper aligns with the the 
index or line indicated on the camera 
5. close the back and wind tip you get to frame one



  



  

MAMIYA 7

- Medium format rangefinder camera
With interchangeable lenses
- 6x7 (56mm x 69 mm images 
onto 120 or 220 film (film pressure plate 
Needs to be rotated)
-leaf shutter and flash speed available at all
Shutter speeds
-can be used with a pc sync connector
Or hot shoe for flash
-lightweight for medium format
-rangefinder!!!!!
  - no extra long lenses (150mm max)
  - no ttl viewing (viewfinder camera)
  - parallax
  - filters don't as much sense
-quiet shutter release

 



  



  



  

Rb67 

-rotating back
Medium
Format SLR 
Camera
- 6x7 56mm x 69 mm
images
(6x4.5 back also 
available)

-accepts
120 and 220 film

-leaf shutter instead 
of focal plane shutter

-particularly
suited towards taking 
studio photographs. 
You can flash sync at any speed! Also, it's heavy.  



  



  



  



  

links

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhL2CA-zauU Rb67

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOZPhZYdl9E  film loading

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVEX9CgWC0o Mamiya 7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhL2CA-zauU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVEX9CgWC0o

